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The disturbing scenes from the January 6 Capitol Riot—and the prominent participation of military veterans—evoked a sudden public anxiety about white supremacist extremists in the ranks. Nevertheless, most coverage in media and policymaking circles has failed to adequately frame this very real problem in its historical and systemic context—instead, dealing with it in isolation. In fact, rises in extremism are, and have always been, inextricably linked to foreign conflicts—just another, if particularly tragic, cost of war.

INTRODUCTION

Maj. (ret.) Danny Sjursen

“I want to understand white rage. And I’m white. What is it that caused thousands of people to assault this [Capitol] building and try to overturn the Constitution of the United States of America. What caused that? I want to find that out.”

—General Mark A. Milley, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, remarking before the House Armed Services Committee, June 23, 2021

When it comes to the phenomenon of military and veteran extremism, many of the statistics are staggering. Consider a few illustrative examples: A 2019 Military Times survey found that 36 percent of military respondents had “witnessed examples of white supremacy and racist ideologies” in the ranks. That’s an enormous segment of the U.S. military, which is still 55 percent non-Hispanic white. Furthermore, in 2020, there were 68 investigations by the FBI of former and current military members pertaining to domestic extremism cases, and the majority involved anti-government motivations. One-fourth were associated with white nationalism—though that proportion was likely higher, since motivations are rarely discrete, and there’s often significant overlap between anti-federal government extremism and racism. The worldview and stated grievances of Timothy McVeigh—the Gulf War veteran who bombed the Oklahoma City Federal Building—offer an instructive case in point.

However, the severe problem this data exposed only garnered widespread public attention after the revelation of a more recent statistic, that 14.5 percent of the 356 people arrested for Capitol Riot charges had military connections, despite veterans and active-duty


personnel accounting for only 7.5 percent of the U.S. population writ large. In other words, service members and veterans were nearly twice as represented as civilian rioters. The disturbing scenes on January 6—and the prominent participation of military members and veterans—evoked a sudden public anxiety about (especially) white supremacist extremists in the ranks. Nevertheless, thus far most coverage in media and policymaking circles has failed to adequately frame this very real problem in its historical and systemic context—instead, dealing with such extremism in isolation. In fact, rises in extremism are, and have always been, inextricably linked to overseas combat—just another, if particularly tragic, cost of war.

**Empires Come Home: An Historic Context**

**Maj. (ret.) Danny Sjursen**

There is, in fact, a historic track record for the military community’s current radicalization problem. As a 2009 Homeland Security report described, after every American war, returning veterans have infused and reenergized white nationalist extremist groups. For example, the report revealed that returning combat veterans helped fuel every surge in Ku Klux Klan membership in the group’s history. This general phenomenon even applied to the aftermath of America’s last longest war. The historian Kathleen Belew analyzed the appeal of white-power groups to Vietnam War veterans in her book *Bring the War Home: The White Power Movement and Paramilitary America.* In it, she explained how many of these disenfranchised veterans came to see the state as the enemy and true patriotism as opposing their own government.
Empires in decline tend to behave badly, and that applies as much at home as abroad. As past and present transnational examples indicate, severe cases sometimes include senior active and retired military officers seeking to undermine—or even overthrow—the democratically-elected governments they once served. In 1961, a slew of French Army officers and Algerian-born French-settler terrorists attempted a failed coup against national hero President Charles De Gaulle, rather than see him make peace and grant independence to Paris’s colonial possession of Algeria. This year, in a (so far) less grave encore, thousands of French soldiers and veterans—along with dozens of retired generals—signed two successive open letters warning of a civil war, and vaguely threatening a military coup, if Prime Minister Emmanuel Macron doesn’t double-down on Paris’s eight-year ongoing war in West Africa and get tough on “barbarian” Muslim immigrants at home.8

Troublingly, France’s two tortured experiences with would-be-putschists finds a disturbingly similar corollary in today’s tribally-divided America. Recall that this past May, more than 100 retired general officers penned an open letter publicly questioning the legitimacy of the last presidential election, arguing, essentially, what the Capitol rioters had—that “establishment elites” stole the 2020 election from Donald Trump.6 Then, in June, Trump’s first national security advisor, retired Lieutenant General Michael Flynn, delivered especially egregious comments, suggesting the need for an American coup d’etat that’s similar to the one unfolding in Myanmar.7 This politicization and radicalization of both rank-and-file and senior officers inverts the U.S. military’s long-promulgated tradition of public nonpartisanship—and constitutes a potentially serious threat to the democratic processes of the republic they swore to protect.

---

Blowback 101: Framing America in an Age of Endless War
Ltc. (ret.) William J. Astore

Since the attacks of September 11, 2001, America has been at war. A U.S. military vision of global reach and global power morphed into a global war on terror (GWOT). The GWOT led to invasions of Afghanistan and Iraq—wars that were based on lies and which promoted atrocities. Iraq had no weapons of mass destruction, the leading issue, publicly, in America’s decision to invade in 2003. Afghanistan had no direct role in the 9/11 attacks; indeed, 15 of the 19 Al Qaeda terrorists were Saudi nationals. Yet the Afghan War was waged both in the false name of avenging 9/11 and of preventing such attacks in the future.

Both wars cost thousands of American lives, grievously wounded tens of thousands, and both failed. Temporary gains secured by U.S. troops at high cost in “surges” in Iraq and Afghanistan proved fragile and reversible, two words used by General David Petraeus himself, to qualify them.11 Nevertheless, whether Petraeus or a series of otherwise forgettable generals led these wars, progress proved elusive, even as real money was being squandered (the two wars are estimated to have cost America more than $6.4 trillion by May 2021).12 Yet as Army Lieutenant Colonel Paul Yingling wrote in 2007, a private losing a rifle suffers quicker and more adverse punishment than generals who continually lose wars.13

America’s wars have proven to be losers, and shamefully so, yet no senior leaders have been punished or even demoted. Bewildered troops returning home from these meaningless wars often discovered grim prospects, despite slogans of “support our troops” and “20% off mattress sales,” ostensibly held in honor of veterans and their service. Donald Trump, a reality TV star and failed casino owner, gained popularity and eventually the presidency in part by promising to end America’s wasteful, winless wars overseas. It was a promise he failed to keep.14 Nevertheless, Trump’s message about these fruitless wars was noteworthy, demonstrating the domestic impact and blowback of our open-ended and disastrous foreign military interventions.15

12 Cost of War Project, Watson Institute, Brown University, accessed on May 27, 2021 at https://watson.brown.edu/costsofwar/
Winless, seemingly endless, and often brutal wars have had a brutalizing impact on the troops who served. A state of constant war, James Madison warned, is corrosive to democracy. Wars without progress, wars without purpose, wars unsupported by the people (Congress has not issued a formal declaration of war since World War II), breed alienation, bitterness, and dismay. They also foster extremism.

Nearly one in five of the Capitol rioters charged for their actions on January 6, 2021, were military veterans. White supremacy is a known and increasing problem in the U.S. military. In response to riots and extremism, Secretary of Defense Lloyd Austin in February 2021 ordered military units to observe a one-day stand-down to address extremism. Remarkably, troops had to be reminded that attempts to seize seats of power in the U.S. government, as during the Capitol riot, were contrary to their oaths to the Constitution and against the law.

And it’s not just rank-and-file service members who apparently require lessons in civilian primacy. A letter signed by 124 retired generals and admirals warned of Marxism and socialism within the U.S. military and questioned President Joe Biden’s mental and physical fitness to serve as commander-in-chief. The civil-military divide manifested by this letter echoed a similar one in France where right-wing military officers warned of a civilizational struggle within France allegedly being aggravated by Muslim immigration and Islamism.

Extremism within the U.S. military undeniably exists; manipulation by senior leaders spouting big lies remains a serious concern, as do groups such as QAnon and the Oath Keepers, which specialize in radicalization via misinformation. Yet the ultimate source of radicalization within the U.S. military, and possibly within the wider U.S. society, is war itself. Wars that are waged without the people’s support, under false pretenses, and with no profit to society other than to America’s military-industrial-congressional complex are conducive to rampant corruption and societal decay.

Endless wars and the deep wounds that come from them have served as an ideal incubator of extremism in America. The first and most vital step in ending extremism, therefore, is to end these undeclared wars and the resentments, violence, and hatred they breed.


Poisoned Well: Life Cycle of a Hypothetical Extremist
Maj. Gen. (ret.) Dennis Laich

There’s an inherent irony at work in America’s increasingly unhealthy civil-military relationship: Since the end of the draft in 1973, the resultant, revised recruit-to-soldier-to-veteran life cycle of the all-volunteer force (AVF) actually informs the Pentagon’s growing extremism problem. National defense now falls to a tiny slice of the citizenry, a cohort mainly drawn from the third and fourth socioeconomic quintiles and largely motivated by unprecedentedly ample enlistment bonuses that would still seem irrelevant to the wealthy and well connected. More crucial is that today’s military recruits are geographically unrepresentative of the demographic whole. Especially in ground combat units—the South, Mountain West, and other rural regions are highly overrepresented, but coastal and suburban areas are underrepresented, in the military’s ranks.

Incidentally, these militarily overrepresented regions are the very ones most infused with white nationalism, as well as anti-government groups and sentiments. As one active Army captain emailed subject expert Nan Levinson, “The military recruits heavily from the same population that extremist organizations do—socially isolated, downwardly mobile, and economically vulnerable young men.” Another, Black Navy veteran Jonathan Hutto—who actively challenged the racism he encountered while serving—has written that his shipmates didn’t need to be “inculcated with racist-fascist ideology,” since they had been primed for it in the sorts of families and communities many of them hailed from.

Worse still, with the U.S. military (especially the U.S. Army) regularly struggling to find enlistees, those exhibiting extremist predispositions or emotional maladies are less likely to be rejected by recruiters, who are under intense pressure to make numbers. Many of these ideological and behavioral issues are actually aggravated, rather than resolved,

during military—and especially combat—service. In the post-9/11 era, many fresh troopers can count on exposure to a combat tour or two...or five. During and after those deployments, an already troubled service member often grapples with death, PTSD, TBI (traumatic brain injury), and an exploding military-veteran suicide problem, along with other service-related injuries inherent to endless war-making.24

Such seeds of distrust, frustration, alienation, and betrayal often only grow after discharge—since unemployment, homelessness, and substance abuse are traditionally part and parcel of the veteran experience. Senses of purpose, camaraderie, or even identity may seem lost. Our hypothetical veteran is by now so far down the road to extremism that they could once again become a prime recruiting target—this time for organized hate groups offering that very sense of lost purpose. Only now that rancor is likely to be redirected at the very institutions and society that the veteran once served but has come to believe responsible for their current alienation.

Pacifying the People: Warrior Cops and Criminals
SA (ret.) Coleen Rowley

Three profoundly tragic events during this past year exposed just how deeply the disease of militarism is now rooted in American life. First, a global pandemic struck the U.S. with particular intensity and lethality—the government’s unpreparedness revealing the extent to which misplaced military spending means real trade-offs in public health and services.

Next, yet another police killing of an unarmed Black man, George Floyd—amid a long-running epidemic of these tragic encounters—brought tens of millions into the streets to protest such injustice. The often disproportionate, aggressive, and violent response from the police—carrying, and clad in, high-tech military gear—provided countless citizens in-your-face reminders of the Pentagon’s peddling of equipment, training, and warrior culture to local law enforcement.

Finally, America’s democratic fabric-shaking January 6 Capitol Riot was littered with a disproportionate number of active—and a great many more veteran—military and law

enforcement personnel among the perpetrators. Many were veterans of U.S. overseas counterinsurgency campaigns and, paradoxically, also vocal supporters of “Blue Lives” and vehement critics of the Black Lives Matter movement.

The facts about such blowback from our decades-long cultivation of militarism speak for themselves. In a 2016 New York Times piece, an anthropology professor at George Washington University found that:

...military veterans account for a disproportionate number of mass shooters. Veterans account for 13 percent of the adult population, but more than a third of the adult perpetrators of the 43 worst mass killings since 1984 had been in the United States military. It is clear that, in the etiology of mass killings, military service is an important risk factor. And the numbers for suicide are even worse: A recent study in Annals of Epidemiology found that military veterans kill themselves at a 50 percent higher rate than their civilian counterparts.25

Recall that Timothy McVeigh and John Muhammad both served as highly decorated Army sergeants in the first Gulf War. The former bombed the Oklahoma City Federal Building in 1995, killing 168 individuals and injuring more than 680 others in the largest act of domestic terrorism ever committed. The latter was better known as the “DC Sniper” who killed 10 random people and wounded many others in 2002 around the Washington, D.C., area. Speaking of his experience in Kuwait in a pre-execution interview, McVeigh claimed he’d decapitated an Iraqi soldier with a blast from his armored vehicle’s 25mm cannon, then celebrated—plus had been ordered to execute surrendering prisoners, but was shocked by the sight of carnage on the Iraqi Army’s retreat route out of the Kuwait, which was infamously dubbed the “Highway of Death” after U.S. air strikes devastated clogged convoys of fleeing enemy vehicles and soldiers.26

Contemporary examples include Afghan War veteran Micah Xavier Johnson, who, in 2016—in the deadliest single incident for U.S. law enforcement since 9/11—ambushed and killed five police officers in Dallas and injured nine others (as well as two civilians).27 More recently, Air Force police officer Steven Carillo was charged with the 2020 shooting deaths of a sheriff’s deputy and a federal security officer in Oakland, California. In addition, a group of


former Marines were charged in plots to kidnap Michigan’s governor, and a separate scheme to storm the Michigan Capitol and ignite a “civil war.”

The cultural lionization of overseas war also contributes to the development and popularity of “warrior training” for police officers. Many officers who reveled in driving their military-surplus tanks around foreign towns, or who traveled to Israel to learn how the IDF handles domestic (Palestinian) “terrorism,” naturally came to equate their workplaces to war zones, and those they serve to overseas “enemies.” Police thus gravitated to more usage of excessive force and looser “law of war” standards for applying deadly force. But what’s often tolerated in war is not allowed under the Constitution. Although many bewildered politicians, pundits, and public citizens may feign shock and scratch their heads trying to “seek a motive” after the next horrible, senseless outbreak of domestic killing, the terrible cost of America’s “perpetual wars” should by now be glaringly obvious.

An Uncomfortable Reality: Christian Chauvinism in the Ranks
Col. (ret.) Lawrence Wilkerson

Rising extremism in the military’s ranks takes many forms and has many causes. Touchy as the subject is, the uncomfortable truth is that rising religious fundamentalism is one key factor. In December 1791, Congress approved the first 10 amendments to the U.S. Constitution—henceforth known as the Bill of Rights. The first of these declared: “Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise there-...” Even a passage from the Constitution’s original text—in Article VI—states: “...no religious Test shall ever be required as a Qualification for any Office or public Trust under the United States.”

Today, the American tapestry is far more variegated than ever before. Jews, Muslims, agnostics, atheists, Zoroastrians, Mormons, Hindus, Buddhists, and a host of other faiths infuse our citizenry—and our military. Yet the old fundamentalist Christian sub-tradition remains as strong as ever. There have been at least three pronounced periods of Christian religious revival in America, usually labeled by historians as “Great Awakenings” (circa 1730–1775,


1790–1840, and 1850–1920). Another, fourth “awakening” kicked off in the mid-to-late 20th century and remains in full swing. It is this revival that partly influences the extremist elements in today’s U.S. Armed Forces. The modern military’s regional demographics all but ensure some of these fundamentalist adherents end up in uniform.

The South has always contained a significant—if not the lion’s—share of such fundamentalist Christians. Fully 40 percent of today’s U.S. Army comes from seven states, all of them members of the old Confederacy. Based on a number of other socioeconomic and cultural factors discussed earlier in this report, young people from this region are particularly predisposed to military service. Exacerbating these circumstances is the evolving nature of the military’s Chaplain Corps. Until recently, chaplains came mostly from what are often called “mainline” Christian denominations: Methodists, Baptists, Presbyterians, Catholics, etc. Rabbis, too, derived mainly from Orthodox and Reformed Jewish origins. Today, fundamentalist strains of Christianity and Judaism have replaced these traditional faiths as the predominant sources of military chaplains.

That’s why it’s not uncommon to see “Soldiers for Jesus” banners, Bible verses engraved on rifles and dog tags, and U.S. Air Force Academy team locker rooms plastered with religious slogans and banners—all clear violations of regulations. Active and veteran military members’ higher education sources—both before and during their service tenure—have also proven a fundamentalist pipeline. One example is Liberty University in Lynchburg, Virginia, a self-described military-friendly school that educates several thousand service members annually. In May 2021, Liberty graduated 5,494 military personnel, including 1,835 to active duty. That’s thousands of service members given the directive—per the school’s explicit website headline—“to go ‘all in’ and take [the] Gospel to the ends of the world, wherever duty calls.”

Many senior military officers turn a blind eye to such infractions, either because they are sympathetic to such beliefs or fear discouraging recruitment from the fundamentalist-laden...

regions that provide crucial enlistees during these times of difficulty in meeting quotas for an all-volunteer military. This is not to imply that all or most service members are fundamentalists, nor that all evangelical or fundamentalist Christian branches are inclined to white nationalism or anti-government extremism. Most of the military is made up of sound material. However, given the almost inevitable infusion of Christian fundamentalists—and other smaller but significant extremist-inclined minorities—it might turn out that We the People might be getting effective war-fighters for our money, but probably less optimal citizens for the democracy to which these troops will eventually return.

CONCLUSION

It may be something of a cliché that distant wars have a way of coming home, but that doesn’t make it any less true. For example, domestic policing today has been “Baghdadified” in the United States. Over the last 40 years, as Washington struggled to maintain its global military influence, the nation’s police have progressively shifted to military-style patrol, search, and surveillance tactics. However, much less discussed is the militarization of the other side of the law—the white nationalists, militia-movements, and anti-government extremists that have garnered so much attention since the January 6, 2021, Capitol Riot.

That phenomenon, of increasing extremism in the ranks and among veterans, needs to be understood as a systemic result of U.S. military recruiting practices, cultural traditions, and the historically inevitable costs of war. Send millions of young men and women off on 20 years of ineffective and unwinnable foreign military adventures, and the consequences are legion; revitalized radicalism at home is just one disturbing example. Ultimately, the irony is this: The tragic losses of life in America’s ongoing war at home must count as domestic casualties of this generation’s foreign forever wars.